Workshop on synthetic and analytic compounds

Thursday, January 22, 2015 - room 17.15, (Keplerstr. 17, KII)

17:30 - 19:00  Martina Werner - Complexity enhancement in German nominal compounding

Friday, January 23, 2015 - room 11.01 (Keplerstr. 17, KII, 11th floor)

10:00 - 10:45  Artemis Alexiadou - Project B1 - Modeling synthetic compounds
10:45 - 11:15  Andreas Pairamidis - A corpus study of Greek synthetic compounds
11:15 - 11:45  Coffee break
11:45 - 12:30  Gianina Iordachioaia - Project B1 - Questions on analytic compounds
12:30 - 13:00  Nils Hirsch - A corpus study of analytic compounds in Romance
13:00 - 14:30  Lunch break
14:30 - 15:15  Andrew McIntyre - Deriving noun-incorporation when verbs don’t normally noun-incorporate: Synthetic compounds in English and German
15:15 - 16:00  Janayna Carvalho & Aline Garcia Rodero-Takahira - The break-break compound: reduplication in compounds [N [V V]] in Brazilian Portuguese.
16:00 - 16:30  Coffee Break
16:30 - 17:00  Stefan Müller – Linguistically Informed Splitting of German Compound Nouns
17:00 - 17:30  Patrick Ziering - Interactions between Semantics and Structure in Tripartite Noun Compounds